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Entalpia, H   (B03)

 Função de estado chamado de entalpia:
H = U + pV

Apesar de w depender do caminho w = �p
ext

�V

U, p e V separadamente são funções de estado

•Quando a entalpia varia muito lentamente

�H = �(U + pV )

= �U +�(pV )

= �U + p�V + V�p
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Entalpia, H   (B03)

Se p é constante

H é um componente da função de estado energia livre 
de Gibbs, G, no qual se prevê a direção de alteração 

espontânea por um processo a pressão e temperatura 
constante - as restrições experimentais preferidas do 

cientista biológica.

�H = �U + p�V + V (�p = 0)

= (�U = Q+ w) + p�V

= Q|p + (w = �p�V ) + p�V

�H = Q|p
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Ciclo de Carnot (B04)
Para um processo reversível

I
�Q

T
= 0

Ou seja, a integral abaixo é 
independente de caminho

Z

L

�Q

T

dS =
�Q

T

S é uma função de 
estado chamado de 

Entropia

Entropia é um índice da 
tendência de um sistema 

fazer uma mudança 
expontânea
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Transformação Reversível
Suponha que uma célula realize uma transformação 

reversível a pressão constante e libere um calor q para o 
ambiente em torno

Como as temperaturas são praticamente as mesmas 
(célula e vizinhança)

�T ⇡ 0

O trabalho pV é praticamente desprezível e 

�Svizinhanca = �
Q|p
T

Q|p = �H �Svizinhanca = ��H

T
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Desnaturação de proteínas

�Svizinhanca = ��H

T
�Sd =

�Hd

Tm

Cp =

✓
@H

@T

◆

p

=

✓
@Q

@T

◆

p

�Sd = Cp
�T

Tm

dSd = Cp
dT

Tm

�S|T2

T1
=

Z T2

T1

Cp
dT

Tm

= Cp ln

✓
T2

T1

◆
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Desnaturação de proteínas

The temperature at which a protein unfolds (or double-stranded
DNA melts) is called the melting temperature, Tm. This temperature
depends not only on the number and type of non-covalent bonds in
the folded state but also on the pH and other solution conditions. Tm
also depends on the pressure, but most biological science experi-
ments are done at 1 atm pressure. In the case of proteins, changing
the pH of solution changes the net charge on the protein surface.
This can have a marked impact on Tm and 1H!

d, as shown in Fig. 2.7
for the example of hen egg white lysozyme, a well-studied small
globular protein. The figure also illustrates that the slope of 1H!

against Tm for this protein is more or less constant throughout the
pH range shown.

Above we saw how a bomb calorimeter can be used to obtain
thermodynamic information. Here we introduce isothermal titra-
tion calorimetry (ITC)12 and explain how it can be used to measure
the enthalpy of a biochemical process (Fig. 2.8). By Eqn. (2.10) the
heat absorbed at constant pressure measures the enthalpy change.
Suppose, for example, we are interested in the energetics of the
binding of the Fc portion of immunoglobulin G (IgG), important in
humoral immunity and biotechnology, to soluble protein A, a bac-
terial protein. We need not be concerned at the moment just which
part of IgG the Fc portion of is: we just need to know that antibody
molecules can be dissected into components and that the Fc portion
is one of them. The thermodynamic states of interest here are the
unbound state, where protein A is free in solution, and the bound
state, where protein A is physically associated with Fc. The heat
exchanged at constant pressure upon injection of protein A into a
calorimetric cell containing the antibody can thus be used to
determine 1Hb

!, the enthalpy of binding (under standard state con-
ditions). The heat of injection will change as the number of vacant
binding sites decreases.

Fig. 2.7 Enthalpy of unfolding of hen

egg white lysozyme as a function of

transition temperature. Filled

symbols: intact lysozyme. Open

symbols: lysozyme in which one of

the four native disulfide bonds has

been removed. When folded, 3-SS

lysozyme closely resembles the

native state of intact lysozyme.

Change in transition temperature

was induced by a change of pH.

Note that 1H is approximately

linear in Tm. The data are from

Cooper et al. (1991).

12 The isothermal titration calorimeter was first described in 1922 by Théophile
de Donder, founder of the Brussels School of thermodynamics.
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�Hd

Tm
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Terceira Lei da Termodinâmica
A entropia de um cristal perfeito a temperatura 
absoluta igual a zero é igual a zero. 
Sendo isso verdade, um cristal perfeito só possui um 
estado Ω com mínimo de energia

S = kB ln(⌦)

lim
T!0

�S = 0

G = H � TS

�G = �H � T�S

Teorema de Nernst 
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Equilíbrio 

biochemical buffer and kept at constant temperature will not change
(barring bacterial contamination and chemical degradation, of
course). The system is in a rather stable equilibrium. A less stable
equilibrium might be a heavy snow lying peacefully on a moun-
tainside. Demonstration of the tenuous nature of this equilibrium
could be regrettable for anyone or anything nearby: for a slight dis-
turbance could turn a huge pile of resting snow into a raging
avalanche! Another example of an unstable equilibrium is a balanced
seesaw. The weights on either side of the fulcrum need not be equal,
but if they are unequal, adjustments must be made in their distances
from the fulcrum to achieve a balance, as in Newton’s laws of
mechanics (Fig. 4.2). What might be called a semi-stable equilibrium
is one in which the energy of the system is at a minimum but not at
the lowest possible minimum. For example, suppose a rock is resting
at the bottom of a ravine between two hills. The rock will not leap up
spontaneously and move elsewhere! If given a hard enough kick,
though, itmight roll up the side of the ravine, reach the crest of a hill,
and tumble down the hill into the valley below. Various types of
equilibrium are summarized in Fig. 4.3. The equilibrium state is one
in which no further macroscopic change takes place because all
forces acting on the system are balanced.

Let’s look at the relationship of diffusion to equilibrium. Diffu-
sion, a type of transport process, is important in many different
biochemical reactions, for example, the chemical transmission of
nerve impulses across synapses. Figure 4.4 shows one of many ways
in which diffusion can be illustrated. We have two miscible liquids,
and for the sake of argument we suppose that one can be layered
aside the other, giving a sharp boundary, until we say “go.” The top
solution is colorless, like water, the bottom one opaque, like India
ink. The densities are assumed to be about the same. Just after
mixing has begun, which occurs spontaneously, there is a large
concentration gradient across the boundary. But we know that this
situation is unstable and will not persist. The result after a long time
is that the dark liquid will be distributed uniformly throughout the
combined volume.

Fig. 4.2 Equilibrium. We know from experience that if the weights are the same, as in

panel (A), the distance of each weight from the fulcrum must be the same. But if the

weights are different, as in panel (B), the distance from the fulcrum cannot be the same.

The lighter weight must be farther from the fulcrum than the heavier weight. By Newton’s

Second Law, at equilibrium the clockwise torque equals the counterclockwise torque,

where torque¼mass · gravitational acceleration · distance from fulcrum.

90 GIBBS FREE ENERGY – THEORY
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Equilíbrio 

Fig. 4.3 Different types of equilibrium. The non-equilibrium situation will change

immediately. The unstable equilibrium, like the snow at rest on a mountainside, will not

change without the addition of energy. But the amount of energy needed to get over the

barrier is very small. There are two main types of energy minimum: local minimum and

global minimum. A local minimum has the lowest energy in the vicinity. The global

minimum has the lowest free energy of all. An ongoing debate in protein folding research is

whether the folded state of a protein corresponds to a local or a global free energy

minimum. In some case, the functional state of a protein or enzyme might be a kinetically

trapped conformation.

Fig. 4.4 Mixing. At time t¼ 0,

when the partition is removed, the

liquids are completely separate. The

liquids are miscible so mixing

occurs. After a sufficiently long time,

the liquids are completely mixed.

The unmixed state has a maximum

of free energy for the system and a

minimum of entropy. The

completely mixed state has a

minimum of free energy and a

maximum of entropy. Based on

Fig. 1.5 of van Holde (1985).

EQUILIBRIUM 91
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Now let’s look at a few other aspects of the cellular role of ATP:
activity of glycogen synthase, synthesis of cyclic AMP, binding of
ATP to hemoglobin, and inhibition of thermogenin in heat genera-
tion. Glycogen is a polymeric form of glucose that can be readily
metabolized in times of need. Synthesis of glycogen involves the
transfer of the glycosyl unit of uridine diphosphate glucose (UDPG)
to an existing carbohydrate chain. UDPG is synthesized from
glucose-6-phosphate and uridine triphosphate (UTP), a molecule
involved in the synthesis of mRNA. Note the close “coupling”
between energy storage and metabolism and information storage
and expression. Marvellous efficiency! Replenishment of UTP occurs
by means of a phosphoryl transfer reaction mediated by nucleotide
diphosphate kinase. This enzyme catalyzes the transfer of a phos-
phoryl group from ATP to UDP, yielding ADP and UTP. Then
replenishment of ATP occurs by means of a phosphoryl reaction
mediated by ATP synthase and a proton gradient, and replenish-
ment of the proton gradient occurs by means of oxidation of
glucose . . .

ATP is a precursor in the synthesis of 30,50-cyclic AMP (cAMP), an
important intracellular signaling molecule known as a second mes-
senger (Fig. 5.8).5 The concentration of cAMP in the cell increases or
decreases in response to the tight and specific binding of an extra-
cellular molecule to a cell-surface receptor. For instance, [cAMP]
goes up when a specific odorant receptor on a cell in the olfactory
epithelium binds an odorant molecule, for instance, one of the
aromatic ketones or amines mentioned in Chapter 3. Binding
induces a conformational change in the receptor, and an intracel-
lular protein that interacts with the cytoplasmic part of the receptor
then activates adenylyl cyclase, the membrane-bound enzyme
responsible for synthesis of cAMP from ATP. Once made, cAMP then
moves throughout the cytoplasm, interacting with a wide range

Table 5.2. Standard free energy changes of hydrolysis of some
phosphorylated compounds

Compound 1Go0 (kJ mol!1)

Glucose-1-phosphate !20.9
Glucose-6-phosphate !13.8
Fructose-6-phosphate !13.8
ATP ! ADPþPi !30.5
ATP ! AMPþ Pi !32.5
Phosphocreatine !43.1
Phosphoenolpyruvate !61.9

Data are from Jencks, W. P., in Fasman, G.D. (ed.) (1976) Handbook of Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology, 3rd edn, Physical and Chemical Data, Vol. I, pp. 296–304. Boca Raton: CRC Press.

5 This term was introduced in 1964 by Earl Sutherland (1915–1974), an American, the
discoverer of cAMP.
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Osmose

dG = �SdT + V dp+
nX

i

µidNi

Equação fundamental da Termodinâmica Química, 
para um sistema contendo n espécies, com a i-

ezima espécie contendo Ni partículas 

nX

i

µidNi = µ1dN1 + µ2dN2 + . . .

se T e p são constantes:

A definição de potencial químico do elemento i

µi =

✓
@G

@Ni

◆

T,P,Nj 6=i

mantendo todos os Nj

Inclinação da 
energia livre com 

relação ao numero 
de partículas
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Osmose

enough) and pressure (1 atm). The activity of a substance, a concept
introduced by the American Gilbert Newton Lewis (1875–1946), is its
concentration after correcting for non-ideal behavior, its effective
concentration, its tendency to function as a reactant in a given che-
mical environment. There are many sources of non-ideality, an
important one being the ability of a substance to interact with itself.

Ideal behavior of solute A is approached only in the limit of
infinite dilution. That is, as [A]! 0, !A! 1. In the simplest case, the
activity of substance A, aA, is defined as

aA ¼ !A½A#; ð4:4Þ

where !A is the activity coefficient of A on the molarity scale. When a
different concentration scale is used, say the molality scale, a dif-
ferent activity coefficient is needed. The concept of activity is basi-
cally the same in both cases. According to Eqn. (4.4), 0< aA< [A]
because 0< !A<1. Activity is a dimensionless quantity; the units of
the molar activity coefficient are l mol&1.

Defining 1G' at unit activity, while conceptually simple, is pro-
blematic for the biochemist. This is because free energy change
depend on the concentrations of reactants and products, and the
products and reactants are practically never maintained at molar
concentrations throughout a reaction! Moreover, most reactions of
interest do not occur at standard temperature. Furthermore, bio-
chemistry presents many cases where the solvent itself is part of a
reaction of interest. We need a way to take all these considerations
into account when discussing free energy change.

The relationship between the concentration of a substance A and
its free energy is defined as

„A & „'
A ¼ RT ln aA; ð4:5Þ

where !A is the partial molar free energy, or chemical potential, of A, and
„'
A is the standard state chemical potential of A. The partial molar

free energy of A is, in essence, just 1GA/1nA, or how the free energy
of A changes when the number of molecules of A in the system
changes by one (Fig. 4.8). The chemical potential of A is a function of
its chemical potential in the standard state and its concentration.
Equation (4.5) could include a volume term and an electrical term
(there are numerous other kinds of work, see Chapter 2), but let’s
assume for the moment that the system does not expand against a
constant pressure and that no charged particles are moving in an
electric field. It is appropriate to call „ the chemical potential
because at constant T and p, G is a function of chemical composition
alone.

Equation (4.5) tells us that when aA¼ 1, „A & „'
A ¼ 0. That is

„A & „'
A measures the chemical potential of A relative to the stan-

dard state conditions; the activity of a substance is 1 in the standard
state. The chemical potential also depends on temperature as
shown, and the gas constant puts things on a per-mole basis.
Equation (4.5) also says that the chemical potential of a solvent

Fig. 4.8 Thermodynamic potential

and solute concentration. The

Gibbs free energy of a solute varies

with concentration. The chemical

potential measures the rate of

change of G with n, or the slope of

the curve at a given value of n (1G/
1n). Note that G can decrease or

increase on increases in

concentration.
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Osmose

page filled with equations. That osmosis is a pleasant-sounding word
might help to move the discussion along . . .

Osmosis is an equilibrium phenomenon that involves a semi-
permeable membrane (not necessarily a biological membrane). Semi-
permeable in this contextmeans that there are pores in themembrane
that allow smallmolecules like solvents, salts, andmetabolites topass
through but prevent the passage of macromolecules like DNA, poly-
saccharides, andproteins. Biologicalmembranesare semi-permeable:
large solute molecules are impermeant. Like freezing point depression
and boiling point elevation, osmosis is a colligative property.

Suppose we have an osmometer, also called a U-tube, with arms
separated by a semi-permeable membrane (Fig. 5.9). Let the tem-
perature be constant. If no solute is present the height of the solvent
is the same on both sides, because the pressure of the external
environment is the same on both sides. The situation changes on
introduction of an impermeant solute to one side. Let the solute be a
largish protein, say hemoglobin, and let it be freeze-dried before
being added to the solvent. Freeze-dried protein occupies a relatively
small volume. Initially, the height of the fluid is the same on both
sides of the osmometer, just as when no solute was present. But
whereas before the solute occupied a small volume on the bench-top,
now it is able to move freely throughout one side of the osmometer.
There has been a large increase in the entropy of the solute! (If you are
not surewhy, see the discussion onperfume inChapter 3.)We require
that the solute particles be free to roam about the entire volume on
their side of themembrane, but that they not be able pass through the
membrane. And just as a confined gas pushes against the walls of its
container (Chapter 2), the solution pushes against the atmosphere
and against thewalls of the osmometer.What happens? There is a net
transfer of solvent from the side where no solute is present to the
other side. This decreases the volume of pure solvent and increases
the volume of solution. How can we explain what has happened?

Addition of solute to solvent reduces the chemical potential of
the solvent (Chapter 4). This creates a difference in the chemical
potential of the solvent between the pure side and the impure
side. The difference in chemical potential is thermodynamically

Fig. 5.9 A simple osmometer. A

solute can move freely in a fraction

of the total volume of solvent. The

solution is separated from pure

solvent by a membrane that is

permeable to the solvent but not

the solute. There is a net flow of

solvent from the pure solvent to the

solution, resulting in the

development of a head of pressure.

This pressure is the osmotic

pressure, !¼ "g1h, where " is

density of the solvent, g is

gravitational acceleration, and 1h is

the difference in fluid levels. As

described by van’t Hoff, !¼CVoRT/
m, where C is the mass of solute in

the volume of solvent, Vo is the

partial molar volume of the solvent,

and m is the molecular mass of the

membrane-impermeant solute.

Note that ! is an approximately

linear function of C under some

conditions. Osmotic pressure data

can thus be used to measure the

molecular mass of an osmotic

particle.
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Pressão Osmótica, Π
⇧ = ⇢g�h
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